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Calling All ASD Therapists...
If you have expertise with Aspergers
or Autism:









Please click here to confirm and
update your listing in Autism
Source (there is no cost to list).
Remember if you get a referral
from the Autism Society, it is
likely a result of our partnership.
Please share this link:
www.HelpPRO.com/
ASDtherapists.aspx to let your
colleagues know they can list
with Autism Source at no cost
and get a free HelpPRO trial.
Finally, please share this link to
the ASD Therapist Finder at
www.HelpPRO.com/ASD

Phone or email HelpPRO customer
service at 800-652-0155 with
questions and/or names of therapists
or organizations we should contact
to meet the need. Thank you for
being there for those who need you.
MARKETING TIP
Consider HelpPRO the price of
entry to private practice.
The rule of thumb is you need to
reach out to the average person
seven times to get their attention
and then get them to call or email
you. Years ago the rule of thumb
was three times, but in today's high
tech world when we are bombarded
with communications, it takes seven
individual contacts.
Consider HelpPRO number ONE.
The cost is nominal. You get your
comprehensive professional
information on the Web like having
your own web page. Professionals
use HelpPRO because it is trusted,
comprehensive, and reliable.
Your login information:
Email: «Login email»
Password: «Password»
(3 digits are hidden for security)

QUICK LINKS

HelpPRO Thanks Partners
Please email us the names of
organizations that work with people
with illness or disability with whom you
would like to see HelpPRO partner.
HelpPRO offers these organizations
including the Autism Society, MS
Society and others, support making
referrals, custom therapist finders,
announcements in our newsletters, and
added search features such as
telephone counseling as an option to
help those housebound with MS.
Touching stories these organizations
tell will warm your heart. For example,
a woman calls the MS Society "Please
help. My 70 year old mother was just
diagnosed with MS. Mom is our rock -always on top of her game and full of
energy. We have so many questions.
- What is the progression?
- Are we kids at risk for MS?
- How will mom do emotionally?
- How can we support and help Mom?
The MS Society suggested counseling
support for the family, and then used
HelpPRO to find a therapist for mom
with expertise with MS patients and
their families.
For more information visit our Partners
Page now.

Customer Service Corner:
Question:
I just listed my practice in HelpPRO.
Will you send me an invoice at renewal
time or do I automatically get charged?
Answer:
In lieu of paper invoices, we currently
send three "renewal reminder" email
starting one month before your listing's
expiration date.
However, we are interested to know
what our listed providers prefer. Please
email me to let us know if you prefer:
email, snail mail or other ways such as
a phone call or text message to
receive your annual renewal notice.
Also, please let us know if you would
prefer to have your credit card charged
automatically each year rather than
logging in to pay.

HelpPRO Home Page
Log into your Listing
(see personal login info above)

Sample Premium Listing

Thank you, We appreciate your
feedback.
Lisa Guglietta, Customer Services

A Blog
from
Bill Blout

William L. Blout, LICSW
President, HelpPRO

Thanking You
for Thanking Us
It’s nice that recently we
have received a lot of
thank you messages from
you. Like this one from a
LMHC:
“I cannot believe the
impact of being part of
HelpPRO. I assumed that
I would get a couple of
calls a month but it has
been overwhelming.”
And this from a licensed
social worker:
“Thank you! You run a
wonderful website, and
I'm glad to be part of it! I
get so many referrals and
such interesting,
motivated people. For the
price, I have found
nothing else like
HelpPRO!!”
These unsolicited,
spontaneous notes of
appreciation are most
welcomed because they
require that you take the
time to let us know how
good you feel about what
we’re doing.
Thanksgiving just seems
like the right time to thank
you.
Please email me with any
feedback. I really do want
to hear from you. Good
and bad. We need your
ideas and suggestions to
keep improving our
service.
Regards,
Bill
PS. Remember to update
your listing by logging in
as often as possible. (See
your login info in this
newsletter.) With every
login your “last updated
date” becomes current
and, after best match,
your listing goes to the
top of the results page.
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